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What is ability? The 
Oxford English Dictionary 
defines ‘ability’ as “The 
quality in a person or 
thing which makes an 
action possible; suitable 
or sufficient power or 
proficiency; capability, 
capacity to do, or (now 
rare) of doing something." 
The question then, in 
discussing the First 
Amendment, is whether 
or not ability necessitates 
action. Does the capability 
to do or say something 
mean you must? Or is it a 
Peter Parker situation: with 
great power comes great 
responsibility? 
On the one hand, 
ability may give you a free 
pass. Can you say what 
you want? Do you have 
that ability? Then you 
might as well utilize to its 
full extent. Can you run 
faster or jump higher than 
others? Then we, in the 
21st century society that 
encourages competition, 
say do better than others 
because you can. However, 
in this paradigm, those 
who can take what is not 
theirs may also act on this 
ability. Can Subject A, 
bigger, stronger, faster, and 
smarter than Subject B, 
take everything Subject B 
owns? According to this 
principle, yes. Of course, this is an extreme example; no 
one actually thinks that way, one might say. But isn’t it the 
spirit of competition that capitalism fosters in this country 
that says just that? Compete; and if they can’t keep up, 
well, that is the will of the system. Not everyone can win, 
not everyone can get what he or she wants. So if Subject 
A has the ability to overtake Subject B by any means 
necessary, he should do so. That is the will of the system.
On the other hand, ability doles out more responsibility 
than freedom. One must consider the implications of one’s 
actions. Who will this affect? If anyone, in what way? 
What chain of events might this action set into motion? 
The human race is so interdependent that every action 
taken by every human on the planet affects someone in 
some way. The effects may not be visible right away, but 
that doesn’t mean they aren’t there. Take speech for an 
example. It may take minutes, hours, days or even months 
for something said to really sink in to the recipient. It may 
never even get there. Albus Dumbledore said to Harry 
Potter in the most recent film, “Words are, in my not so 
humble opinion, our most inexhaustible source of magic. 
They are potent forms of enchantment, rich with the 
power to hurt or heal." Humanity disregards this power 
all too often; our callous words cover the internet with 
insults, disdain, rudeness, and ignorant cruelty. We, as 
humans, abuse this power daily in our interactions. 
Therefore, to combine the best of both paradigms, one 
must acknowledge ability while simultaneously taking into 
consideration the wellbeing of others. There are some who 
would argue that the latter half is an impediment to the 
First Amendment; that constantly watching our words 
for fear of offending the sensitive is akin to censorship. 
However, it is important to remember the power of 
restraint. By restricting our actions due to conscious 
consideration of their implications, we exercise more 
power over ourselves and can more fully appreciate the 
freedom granted to us in our constitution. 
The best example of these maxims is in the case of truth. 
If Subject B knows a truth about Subject A, does that 
mean Subject B must inform Subject A of said truth? 
Or is Subject B under no such obligation? In this age of 
social media and erasure of the line between public and 
private thanks to sharing online, there seems to be no 
limit to the “truths” we share about ourselves and each 
other. One glance through anyone’s facebook profile 
reveals any number of thoughts on others or pictures or 
other descriptions of the actions of others. This practice 
of unrestrained sharing has had some unintended 
consequences. People get hurt. Just because Facebook, 
Twitter, Tumblr, and other internet sources present the 
ability to spout truths about others doesn’t mean that 
one should, or even that it’s acceptable. Mere knowledge 
of a truth does not necessitate sharing of it. Of course, 
there are times when sharing a truth is crucial. Abuse, 
for example. Or coming forward with information about 
someone who intends to hurt him/herself or others. The 
truth is a heavy burden to bear, and with it comes  
great responsibility. 
The conclusion, then, is that mere ability to do or say 
something absolutely does not mean one should. It is 
important for all American citizens, who are guaranteed 
the freedoms of speech and press, to consider the 
implications of their actions. Empowerment can be found 
in restraint and in consideration for the wellbeing of 
others as well as in the green light to say and do anything 
at the drop of a hat. The freedom of speech should not 
be interpreted as the freedom to manipulate or hurt. In 
criticism of government or of peers, one must take into 
consideration the thoughts and feelings of others instead 
of exercising this freedom outright.  
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